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Put together these two separate but related stories on lab 
created diamonds indeed bring home the point of my editorial 
last month. Lab created diamonds have become the genie out 
of the bottle and every jeweler has to deal with that reality. 
Like it or not they exist and just like the example I cited last 
month where a diamond manufacturer put one over on GIA 
by sending HPHT diamonds for grading without notifying 
GIA they were HPHT, jewelers need to know what they are 
buying. Are the diamonds natural or are they created? If they 
are created, that fact must be disclosed to the consumer and 
the responsibility for disclosure is on the jewelry retailer.

The situation however begs the question, how is the jeweler 
to know if the diamond is natural or lab created? The answer is 
twofold. One, the retail jeweler needs to know his diamond sup-
pliers and know they are supplying what the jeweler wants. And, 
two, is the absolute need for a piece of equipment to enable the 
jeweler to discern the differences between the two gemstones.

Perhaps a good first step on the part of retail jewelers is 
to notify their diamond suppliers they will only accept lab 
created diamonds when they are clearly identified as such 
and, furthermore, jewelers should require diamond suppliers 
to verify natural diamonds as such and to state the diamonds 
have been tested and are natural. Ideally, this information 
should be required on every invoice or memorandum where 
a diamond is shipped to a jeweler. And for diamond suppliers 
who provide or will provide at some time in the future lab 
created diamonds, perhaps a simple change in the color of the 
papers in which the diamonds are shipped from white to light 
blue (for the lab created diamonds) would provide a significant 
visual difference immediately recognizable to the retail jeweler 
that the diamond contained therein is lab created!

In the meantime, jewelers should check out the Taupe Diamond 
Segregator now being offered by Gesswein (see the New & 
Noteworthy piece titled “Gesswein Introduces the TAUPE 
Diamond Segregator by Gemlogis”). 

Going back to an earlier point, however, jewelers will have to 
disclose the fact that a diamond is lab created to consumers. In 
disclosing that fact, there are useful points to be presented as 
benefits of lab created diamonds. This is especially important 
for those millennials and other demographic segments for 
whom climate change and going green is important. 

It is important to those who do not want to even take the 
chance that a diamond they purchase could be connected to 
the conflict horror stories. These are real issues that should not 
be casually swept away. The Internet has provided a wide array 
of information to consumers and the diamond business is no 
exception. Scenes of mining pits and rebel militias capturing 
young men and women forcing them at the risk of losing a 
limb to work in virtual slave labor camps for the symbol of 
love, effectively speaks for lab created diamonds and against 
mined diamonds.

But, the other side of the story has to be told as well. The good 
that diamonds have done in Africa has also been significant. 
Diamond mining has provided education, good jobs, and a 
living wage – in short a decent life - to those engaged in the 
diamond mining business there. And today, as more of the 
functions of the diamond business have moved from London 
to Africa, largely at the urging of DeBeers, the future of the 
diamond business in Africa is bright. There are many sides to 
the story of lab created and natural diamonds and jewelers 
have to be in a position to comfortably discuss both sides of 
the story without being judgmental, condescending or overly 
promoting one side or the other. 

By Frank Dallahan

Frank Dallahan

co-publisher of The Retail Jeweler 

Email Frank@theRetailJeweler.com

Give The Lady What She Wants

In response to our editorial piece last issue on lab created diamonds, we received 
an email from a jeweler stating her strong preference for natural diamonds and 
her stronger dislike for lab created diamonds. And, just this week we received 
notice from GIA about two recently published articles on a CVD Synthetic Diamond 
over 5 carats and an HPHT Synthetic Blue Diamond over 10 carats. (See the editorial 
piece “New Research Reports from GIA On Synthetic Diamonds”) in this issue.  

Ultimately, the consumer will decide what he or she wants based on their understanding of the facts and what is 
important to them and their outlook on the world.  Jewelers have to be in a position of providing what the consumer 

wants.  As the fabled Marshall Field once commented, “Give the lady what she wants.”  It was true then and it is 
just as true today! 
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THERE ARE A NUMBER OF STEPS TO GETTING 
YOUR OWN MENTORING GROUP UNDERWAY:

DETERMINE SIMILAR BUSINESSES THAT ARE COM-
PATIBLE WITH YOURS. You need peers whose busi-

nesses are of similar size and market to yours but with a good 
combination of differences that can help you learn from each 
other too. A good mix of young and old is important. There 
will be some excellent candidates within your buying group 
who you already have established  a good relationship.

KEEP THE NUMBERS MANAGEABLE. 6 to 9 
members seem to be the optimal. Less and you 

can struggle to get traction – more and the meetings can 
become bogged down.

 BE PREPARED TO TAKE THE LEAD. If you are the 
catalyst then play the role of chief organizer and 

cheerleader. Others may sit back  and leave it to you and 
this may prove frustrating but don’t use it as a reason to 
quit. Be persistent for your own sake.

MAKE MEETINGS REGULAR. 
Twice a year in a central location (perhaps on the 

end of buying trips) could be ideal. Include a good social 
agenda with it.

HAVE AN AGENDA AND APPOINT A CHAIR.
Make sure everyone submits what they want to 

discuss and they get an agenda ahead of the meeting. This 
will stop things wandering off course.

Your peers can be one of the best resources your business 
doesn’t own. Utilize the skills and knowledge that your 
fellow jewelers can offer and be prepared to give them 
your time in return. The results will be worth the effort.

THE BENEFITS OF 

PEER-TO-PEER 
RELATIONSHIPS

David Brown

David Brown is President of the Edge Retail 
Academy, an organization devoted to the 
ongoing measurement and growth of jewelry 
store performance and profitability. For further 
information about the Academy’s management 
mentoring and industry benchmarking reports 
contact inquiries@edgeretailacademy.com or 
Phone toll free (877) 5698657
© Edge Retail Academy 1983 Oliver Springs 
Street Henderson NV 89052-8502, USA

By David Brown

“I am a rock; I am an island” sung Simon and Garfunkel, yet when 
it comes to being in business no one can achieve their full potential 
without the help of others around them. Staff, business coaches 
and mentors, vendors, and advisors are all part of the team that can 
help build a successful business – but one of the most underutilized 
resources is your fellow business operators.

So what can they bring to the table?
They have tried things you haven’t. Show me another storeowner 
and I’ll show you someone who is doing something better than 
you. There are so many effective business ideas and processes 
that no one can have a monopoly. You can learn something from 
every other storeowner you ever meet. They understand the issues 
you face. Being self-employed can feel like a lonely road with few 
others who can relate to your problems. A fellow owner is in the 
same boat and shares many of the frustrations you encounter. You 
have a common cause to which few others can relate.

They make great collaborators. There may be ideas and ventures that 
you feel are too ambitious to take on alone but in conjunction with 
some like-minded storeowners you have the potential to see them 
come to fruition. Be it establishing a unique and exclusive jewelry 
assortment or simply working together on product purchasing or 
marketing campaigns, collaborating with peers can help with cost 
control and establishing a presence in a market where you may not 
have been strong, previously. They can be fun socially. Most of the 
best ideas can be shared over a drink or a meal. Your colleagues in 
business can not only provide you with business insights but those 
strong business relationships can become firm life long friendships 
as a result of your common ground. They have relationships you 
haven’t made yet. Be it vendor, fellow retailer, or business advisor 
your peers can open doors to new relationships with people who 
can help your business grow further

Many jewelers know the benefits that collaborating with peers 
can provide – but few establish formal grounds for continuing this 
relationship in a structured manner. We have been involved with, 
and have helped facilitate, groups of like-minded storeowners who 
have met regularly with a set agenda to establish business best 
practices and encourage each other to develop their businesses 
further. Formalizing the relationship through regular meetings 
can help provide your business with impetus and purpose based 
on what you know others are achieving. An agenda can include 
everything from inventory control and costing methods to joint 
marketing ventures, vendor comparisons, report analysis and 
staffing issues and practices. 
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We learn Clienteling on day one of sales school, but in the daily hustle we may forget the basics. We all can use a refresher 
class. Here are a few refreshers:

All of these points help to differentiate you 
and your store from the others. Creating 
points of difference in the mind of a client is 
one step closer to making them an advocate 
for you and your store!

By Aleah Arundale

Aleah Arundale

Aleah has never gained one customer by being 
professional. She is the most fun you can have 
selling diamonds. She is a third generation GIA 
Gemologist and a fifth generation retail jeweler, 
turned loose diamond wholesaler. Sign up for 
her fun newsletter by emailing her at Aleah@
olympiandiamonds.com

Clienteling 101 

Aleah Arundale is a frequent contributor to The Retail Jeweler magazine. Recently, she sent us an interesting piece just 
in time for the busy November/December selling period. The word Clienteling caught our eye on  
a first reading. What is Clienteling? How can it help your sales staff close more sales this season? 

Aleah starts off with two excellent reminders:
• We all forget the basics.      •  We all could use a refresher course. 

Clienteling is the difference between treating a visitor to your store as a client rather than a customer. Following the 
four tips below, show the essential difference between the two terms. Taking someone from a customer to a client 
takes time, care and thoughtfulness. Each one of these points helps your staff “connect” on a personal level with your 
clients to make a visit to your store memorable.

EDITOR’S NOTE

BIRTHDAYS AND ANNIVERSARIES
If you can keep a list of your clients’ birthdays and anniversaries you will make more sales. 
Instead of feeling nervous about calling a client, think of what a HERO you will be calling the 
husband 3 weeks before his wife’s birthday or anniversary telling him you have those gorgeous 
earrings she loves

APPOINTMENTS
Like dental visits, people need to get their prongs checked every 6 months. People need 
updated insurance appraisals. Call, email, or Facebook message and set up appointments. That’s 
Clienteling! And it’s getting people in your door. And, finally, it shows concern and consideration 
to help a client from the experience of the pain and misery of a lost diamond or gemstone.

KEEP IN TOUCH
I know a car salesman who became a top seller by sending a personal card every month. Too busy? 
Then have someone else do it. Sendoutcards.com sends personal cards from your company to 
your clients. A personalized holiday card could make a difference this holiday season. People 
love getting cards. It shows you care.

GIVE YOUR CARD OUT EVERYWHERE
If you are not the type of person who hands everyone your card, make your card something 
you will hand out. Make pens with your name on them. Make your business card on a small 
chocolate bar. DO WHATEVER it takes to make sure your card get into the hands of your hair 
stylist, your church friends, and your dry cleaner. 
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The jewelry industry is only one segment of a much larger market 
that security companies service. However, the unique threats 
facing jewelry businesses mean you can’t simply choose basic 
security guard services and expect to maximize your safety. 

Criminals targeting jewelers have become desensitized to the 
presence of unarmed guards and guards who are not police 
officers. Certainly, a guard’s presence can help mitigate theft, 
but the primary concern for jewelers today is smash-and-grab 
robberies. During some of these crimes, robbers have actually 
overpowered and injured the guards who were present. These 
disturbing scenarios have the potential to continue — and 
worsen — if additional actions aren’t taken.

To help discourage criminals casing your business or to provide 
protection during a robbery attempt, consider these eight 
options for security guard services, in order of preference:

• Police officer — uniformed, armed, active
• Police officer — uniformed, armed, retired
• Police officer — no uniform, armed, active
• Police officer — no uniform, armed, retired
• Security guard — uniformed, armed
• Security guard — no uniform, armed
• Security guard — uniformed, unarmed
• Security Guard — no uniform, unarmed

Even if you have a good working relationship with local law 
enforcement, not all municipalities allow their officers to work 
in the retail environment in any capacity. The police department 
that serves your area will tell you if its services are available 
or not. At the very least, you should still request that police 
frequently patrol around your store — especially when you’re 
closed, have reported a suspicious incident, or have recently 
suffered a loss.

If using the services of a police officer is not an option, private 
security guard services can still be an effective alternative. 
While you can trust the credentials of law enforcement, basic 
requirements for security guards vary by state.

By selecting a reputable security guard service, you can trust 
that the guards you choose are certified and licensed by the 
state and comply with necessary requirements. These are 
some specific skills that are also recommended:

• Firearms training
• Evacuation training
• Active shooter training
• Escort training
• Handcuffing techniques
• Certified in CPR
• Taser training
• Pepper spray training
• Baton training

Having an armed guard who possesses additional skills like 
these may cost extra but, considering the severity of crimes 
in the jewelry industry, they are well worth the investment. As 
the Jewelers Security Alliance has noted, bold criminals do not 
seem fazed by unarmed guards.

However, the decision to select these services is complex and 
needs to be addressed under the special circumstances of 
each jewelry business. That’s why it’s important to keep in mind 
that the presence of armed guards is not foolproof — their 
presence has the potential to escalate violence if the robbers 
are incredibly brazen.
 
An insurance agent or broker who is an expert in both insurance 
and the jewelry industry can help you select security guard 
services and strengthen other areas of your business’s security 
plan. Contact a Jewelers Mutual agent today and learn more 
about the guidance, tools, and resources available to you.

By David Sexton

David Sexton

David Sexton is vice president of loss prevention 
consulting at Jewelers Mutual Insurance Company. 
Headquartered in Neenah, Wis., Jewelers Mutual 
is the only insurance company in the U.S. and 
Canada that specializes exclusively in protecting 
the jewelry industry and individuals´ jewelry.

SECURITY GUARD SERVICES:

WHAT TO LOOK FOR
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Respect is an enduring quality of admiration that recognizes 
the value of people. There is a lot that goes into earning 
respect – good management decisions, a successful business 
model, and the ability to plan for the future, to name a few. 
But respect is a lot easier to earn when people know you care 
and want the best for them. Winning their affection, then, can 
be an important part of winning their respect. But being nice 
and being respected are not the same thing. Ideally, you’d like 
to be both. But respect trumps affection if you’re an owner, 
leader, or manager – or even if you aren’t.

RESPECT AND AUTHORITY
Respect is a lot like authority. You earn respect 
and authority. You are given, and you accept, 
responsibility. You aren’t running a popularity 

contest, but a little kindness goes a long way to earning 
respect. Successful leaders and owners make everyone feel 
respected. They are liberal with praise for a job well done, and 
genuinely appreciate the work and activities of each person in 
the firm. Leaders treat others with respect. But that also means 
holding people accountable to their role and responsibilities. 
This, too, earns a leader respect, because people want to know 
that a leader is engaged and active in each person’s activities.

EARNING RESPECT
Respect is something you earn by having your 
act together. If you are in a position of leadership 
or management, you are inevitably going to be 

buffeted by challenges, problems, and the frustrations that 
come with the job. But because you’re human, your emotional 
responses will say more to subordinates and colleagues than 
anything else. So you’ve got to learn to control your reactions 
– body language, speech, and tone – to earn the respect you 
desperately want and need as a leader.

AUTHORITARIAN OR 
INFLUENCER?
The command and control mentality doesn’t 
work in today’s world, nor has it for many years, 

mainly because it is degrading and demotivating to people. 
Instead of using demanding language and force, a good 
leader always tries to use influence as a key to winning people’s 
respect and followership. Steve Jobs was a successful leader, 

despite his disrespectful style. But might he not have been 
equally successful if he demonstrated a respectful demeanor?

WHY APOLOGIZE?
Leaders usually have a hard time apologizing 
because they fear appearing weak or vulnerable. 
In fact, the opposite is true. If you’ve wronged 

someone, an apology brings out the best in you and shows 
strength, not weakness. But when you do it, you must be 
sincere. People can see right through your lack of genuineness. 
Such an act will work against your hope of winning peoples’ 
respect. So don’t fake it, and make a point of not repeating 
the offense.

MAINTAIN A “COMMON TOUCH”
Good leaders know how to win people to their 
way of thinking and gain their respect without 
arguing a point to death or bullying their way 

through an objection. Never use your position or status to 
take advantage of a weaker person or a subordinate. Doing 
so just magnifies your own insecurities and makes them more 
obvious to those observant enough to recognize them. This 
erodes respect and keeps you from maintaining a “common 
touch” with people.

IN SUMMARY
None of us is perfect.  Sometimes, we just blow 
it.  But the way you come back from a mistake 
or an outburst can do more to win the respect 

and admiration of your peers or subordinates than anything 
else.  Become a respected leader.  Chances are, people will 
like you because they see you as introspective and believe that 
you care.  You can be both respected and nice, but earn their 
respect first.  Nice will follow.

By Bill Boyajian

Bill Boyajian

Bill is the former long-time president of the 
Gemological Institute of America, and is 
currently founder & president of Bill Boyajian & 
Associates, Inc. His company consults for a wide 
variety of businesses in the gem and jewelry 
industry, specializing in leadership, business, and 
organizational development, family transition, 
and succession planning. Bill is the author of 
Developing the Mind of a Leader – Your Path to 

Lead and Inspire People. He is a sought-after business coach and speaker, 
and can be reached at bill@billboyajianassociates.com.

RESPECT:

   A LEADER’S VIRTUE
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Over the years, Facebook has changed their newsfeed and 
profile layouts due to the popularity of different types of media. 
Several years ago, we were all content to post text only status 
updates. As memes became popular, the layouts changed to 
favor image updates. As smartphone photography gained 
popularity, the layouts changed to favor photos uploaded 
from mobile devices. Recently, the newsfeed transitioned to 
favor video files and live video broadcasts from smartphones.

Every new permutation of Facebook requires some relearning 
of the system, creating new challenges for non-marketing 
professionals. Experimenting with the new changes takes 
time and creativity. Unfortunately, training classes for the most 
recent Facebook changes are usually several months behind. 
This continuous retraining could leave someone wondering 
if they should even bother with the complicated Facebook 
network anymore.

Maybe, as a business and business owner, you should save 
your time and stop relying on direct posting to Facebook. 
Continue with the ads, but stop worrying about posting to 
your business account.

Instead, turn your attention to Instagram. Although owned by 
Facebook, this social network is a very simple visual platform. 
Photos and videos are up-front on Instagram. Each photo can 
--and should-- have a description, but no one will read that 
description if the visual isn’t captivating. Using it is as simple as 
snapping and uploading a photo from your smartphone.

Instagram gained popularity quickly, surpassing other social 
networks, with their ease of applying colorful filters to 
photos. Suddenly anyone could be a brilliant weekend travel 
photographer. You can even transform a basic, simple photo 
to a stunning work of art with one of the built-in color filters. 
Uploading a photo without a filter will look drab on Instagram, 
and they won’t get a lot of attention. Filters can easily turn a 
dull gray sky into one that looks like it is on fire; while regular 
sunsets can be transformed into brilliant arrays of color.

Of course Instagram isn’t just about wanderlust photos 
and sunsets. Every industry has figured out how to visually 
represent the usage of the products and services sold. Over 
the last few years, many jewelry designers have already 
discovered Instagram as the best place for them to build their 
brand awareness. They’ve done this by showing eye-popping 
photos of their jewelry, matching it with clothes, lifestyles, and 
life events. In other words, Instagram is a good place to post 
photos depicting the customer experience.

Many businesses feel that everything they post to social media 
should be marketing related. However, marketing on social 
media isn’t about direct sales or selling; it’s about customer 
engagement. Engagement refers to any method you use to 
talk to a customer. Communicate, don’t sell.

Communication isn’t just words; it’s also photos and videos. 
Although occasional event and sale announcements might 
work on Facebook, direct marketing doesn’t work on Instagram. 

Reconsider Social Media: 
MAKE INSTAGRAM 
YOUR PRIMARY  
NETWORK

By Mathew Perosi
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Instead, this is the network where you provide visual aids that 
show customers how to enjoy the items they buy. You can build 
a good following on Instagram with that visual story telling of 
the customer experience, and the life journey associated with 
the jewelry you sell.

You don’t have to be a great photographer to use Instagram; 
you just have to be a willing to take photos. Although the 
built in Instagram filters can turn a dull photo into an attractive 
one, there are many other apps that can create interesting 
visual effects that will capture more attention. I currently use 
11 additional apps to enhance or quickly edit my Instagram 
photos. Each app has a purpose and I don’t use them all at 
once. I’m always looking for better and faster apps.

Through the use of these extra apps, I’m able to transform 
photos into paintings, make them look like stained glass 
windows, and even overlay two photos seamlessly. I once 
struggled in Photoshop to create the perfect images for 
Instagram accounts I managed, but the apps I’m using now 
are easier, and create faster results than Photoshop.

These apps also allow for a lot of creative freedom, and they 
are fun to use. “Fun” isn’t often a work associated with online 
marketing, but it should be. Don’t just think of Instagram as 
another social network where you just post photos. Make it 
fun for yourself. Use the latest photo editing tools to create 
something that you like, and then post it. If you’re having fun 
making the photos, then your followers will enjoy looking at 
them too. Instagram allows you to cross post your photos to 
Facebook, Twitter, Tumblr, Flickr, and Swarm. Although I post 
to Instagram several times per day, for the accounts I manage, 
I’ve found the best tactic is to cross post to Facebook only 
once per day. I usually cross post every photo to Twitter and 
Tumblr. I reserve Flickr for the photos that I’m really proud of; 
and I only post to Swarm when I want a photo to specifically be 
related to a location. I invite you to use the same strategy and 
modify it as needed.

I’d be remiss if I didn’t mention the importance of hashtags on 
Instagram. Although your imagery is the most important part 
of Instagram, hashtags are needed to gain new followers. The 
hashtag conversation is too big for this editorial, so send me 
an email and I’ll gladly send you hashtag reference information 
and share the names of each photo app and how I use them. 

Matthew A Perosi

Matthew Perosi reports the latest Internet trends 
and methods that are most relevant to the jewelry 
industry in his newsletters, videos, and blog 
available through jwag.biz. Tap into the more than 
1,500 free newsletters to guide you towards better 
usage of websites, social, and mobile. Matthew 
invites your feedback and questions at matt@jwag.
biz or 973.413.8211. Many questions from TRJ 
readers have turned into great newsletter topics.

Reconsider Social Media: 
MAKE INSTAGRAM YOUR PRIMARY NETWORK
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Thorsten Jewelry Ventures into Precious Metals with 
a 14k Gold Line

Thorsten Jewelry is primarily known for using alternative 
metals such as tungsten carbide and cobalt chrome to create 
wedding bands for both men and women. However, they have 
recently ventured into the world of precious metals as well. 
Thorsten is launching a 14 karat gold line in order to reinvent 
the classic gold wedding band. By adding interesting inlays, 
these rings will appeal to the millennial generation. Thorsten 
will now produce rings in both 14k yellow gold and rose gold 
that are inlaid with a variety of materials including dinosaur 
bone, Koa wood, and semi-precious stones such as lapis lazuli 
and mother of pearl. 

Though they have now added a popular precious metal to their 
list of alternative metals, Thorsten’s designs are as distinctive 
as ever. All of their rings continue to be made with the best 
quality materials and craftsmanship. The new 14k gold line 
adds a contemporary feel to this already exciting and unique 
American designer jewelry brand. 

Founded in 2009, Thorsten Jewelry is an up and coming 
company that focuses on unique one-of-a-kind designs that 
customers love to brag about. They have hundreds of ring 
styles, from classic plain domed rings to inventive contemporary 
designs that incorporate non-traditional jewelry materials, such 
as Koa wood, carbon fiber and mother of pearl. Thorsten offers 
fast same-day shipping, lifetime warranty, and a large variety 
of engraving options as well. For more information, contact 
Thorsten Jewelry at 888-209-4757.

Red Dinosaur      Kao Wood           Mother of Pearl         Lapis Lazuli

Belle Étoile Supports Retailers with Holiday GWP 
Promotion

Belle Étoile, one of the fastest growing, fashion-forward brands 
in the jewelry industry, announces an exciting Gift with Purchase 
(GWP) promotion to increase sell-through and drive consumer 
traffic for its retailers for the all-important holiday season. The 
promotion, set to run from late October to December 31st, 
offers customers a memorable holiday season with a free gift 
of the “Teddy Bear” pendant from Belle Étoile’s Italian Enamel 
collection with qualifying purchase. 

A $165 retail value, the Teddy Bear pendant features an 
adorable hand-painted Italian enamel teddy bear with white 
stones pave-set into rhodium plated 925 sterling silver. Cute, 
whimsical, and charming, the colorful little pendant will make 
the perfect keepsake for you or your loved ones. Participating 
retailers will be featured on a special landing page on Belle 
Étoile’s official website. In addition, Belle Étoile’s GWP program 
includes a designer pouch and box for each GWP, printed 
takeaways, post-ready Facebook graphics, website banner 
graphics, and email blast templates, as well as print-ready ad 
slicks and in-store graphics. 

For more 
information or  
to participate,  
contact sales@
belleetoilejewelry.
com or call  
415-626-9223.

Jessica Yerico Joins the Customer Service Team at 
Rembrandt Charms

Rembrandt Charms Vice President, Eric Lux, announces 
the appointment of Jessica Yerico as a Customer Service 
Representative for the North American business unit, effective 
September 19, 2016. Jessica will serve as part of Rembrandt 
Charms’ Customer Service team. 

 “I am thrilled to be joining the Rembrandt team. I look forward 
to contributing to the growth of Rembrandt and working 
directly with the retail jewelers,” states Jessica.

“Jessica’s skills will complement the customer service 
department and will enhance our already excellent team,” 
states Eric.

Jessica joins Rembrandt Charms after serving as a sales 
associate for Reeds Jewelers and a teacher at Journey’s End 
Refugee Services. Jessica is coming onboard possessing a 
strong background in customer service and the retail jewelry 
industry. She earned her BA in Adolescent Education from 
Fredonia State University in Fredonia, NY. She went on to 
receive a Master’s degree in History from Buffalo State College 
in Buffalo, NY.
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By David Sexton

While concentrating on holiday sales is critical to the success of a retail jewelry business, now is not the time to lessen your 
focus on security. In fact, in light of the recent cycle of crime targeting luxury watches, your security should be even more 
top-of-mind. Whether you carry this kind of merchandise or not, Jewelers Mutual Insurance Company advises that you can 
improve your security this holiday season by protecting yourself against these three types of crime:

With a flood of customers looking  
for that perfect piece of jewelry,  
employees are stretched thin.  
Patient and well-prepared thieves will  
wait for an associate’s attention to slip,  
and then they will strike. Remind your entire staff how 
important each of these simple actions is to the security 
of your valuable merchandise.

•  Greet Every Customer. Saying hello to every customer 
who enters your doors – and making eye contact – isn’t 
only for spreading holiday cheer. It’s also a good way to 
make criminals feel unwelcome. Even if you’re busy with 
another guest, you should still offer a quick greeting. Just 
be sure not to turn your back on the current customer.

•  Provide a Private Showing Area. Whenever a 
customer asks to see high-value merchandise, allow the 
customer to do so in a private area or office adjacent 
or away from the main showroom. This arrangement 
provides privacy for your customer, allows your associate 
to focus on the showing, and discourages a grab-and-run 
scenario.

•  Lock All Showcases, All the Time. It’s something 
you should always do, but it’s especially true during the 
holidays when you might keep more inventory in your 
showcases to keep up with customer demand. Also, 
remove the keys from the locks when showcases are 
unattended or when you’re not actively taking items out 
or returning them, and never leave them out where they 
could easily be taken.

•  Interact One on One. Keep your focus on one guest at 
a time. It can be tough during the holidays, but it will make 
that customer feel worthy of your undivided attention 
and help ensure you don’t lose track of merchandise. To 
prevent grab-and-runs, you should show only one item at 
a time, too. 

1. ROBBERY 2. THEFT1 2

Three Threats To Watch For This Holiday Season

Just because your store is filled with 
 customers does not mean that  
robbers won’t attack your showcases  
with sledgehammers or threaten you  
with a gun. Criminals have even  
targeted high traffic locations like shopping malls  
during past holiday seasons, so there’s no reason to think 
that this year will be any different.

Make sure you’re consistently doing these things to 
prevent a traumatic experience like a robbery:

•  Secure your openings and closings: At the very 
least, have two people conduct your opening and closing 
duties together. In the morning, one associate opens the 
store and conducts a thorough search of the premises to 
establish and indicate an “all clear” to the others, who 
had remained outside at a safe distance to notify local 
law enforcement in the event that the first associate had 
encountered any issues. At night, the same procedure 
can be employed in reverse sequence.

•  Identify Casing: Every crime in the jewelry industry 
is preceded by some degree of surveillance. Some 
suspicious behaviors that should alert you during the 
holidays are things like customers avoiding contact with 
your sales staff or trying to locate your electronic security 
features, like surveillance and alarm systems. If anything 
doesn’t feel right, trust your instincts, document the 
occurrence, and then share it with everyone at your 
business.

•  Establish a Code Word: Your associates should have 
a code word or phrase in place that warns of a suspicious 
situation. Something as simple as “Mr. Wilson is coming 
to pick up his order” should cue one associate to leave 
the premises, contact police, and wait for them to arrive.



Many stores hire temporary help for the  
holidays to accommodate the surge in  
customer traffic. Unfortunately, employee  
theft is a serious threat. How easy would  
it be for your employees to under-ring tickets  
and keep the difference or sneak merchandise out the door?
Before hiring your seasonal staff, follow these tips to help 
protect against employee theft:

•  Require an Application Process. Require all candidates 
to complete a job application with a signature that grants 
you permission to conduct background checks.

•  Complete Reference Checks. Invest time to check 
references before extending an offer, per your signed 
application. You may also consider standard drug screening 
for all new employees.

•  Train New Employees. Monitor new and established 
employees who handle merchandise, engage in financial 
transactions, or have access to computer systems or financial 
records. Let them know that you are watching by noticeably 
checking their work.

•  Make Daily Reconciliations. Check and affirm that 
your daily receipts are correct. Price merchandise by stamp 
or machine rather than by hand and allow only authorized 
employees to price merchandise.

 
•  Seek Agency Help. If hiring doesn’t fit into your busy 

schedule, consider using an agency. They can conduct 
background checks, administer appropriate skills testing, 
and handle compensation. 

David Sexton

David Sexton is vice president of loss prevention 
consulting at Jewelers Mutual Insurance Company. 
Headquartered in Neenah, Wis., Jewelers Mutual 
is the only insurance company in the U.S. and 
Canada that specializes exclusively in protecting 
the jewelry industry and individuals´ jewelry.

If you have questions about strengthening your security plan 
to prevent a robbery or burglary, or protecting your business 
with an Employment Practices Liability policy when hiring new 
workers, contact your trusted insurance agent. To find one 
near you, visit JewelersMutual.com or call 800-558-6411.

3. INTERNAL THEFT3
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03 
A.JAFFE

Beauty, elegance and excellence are all words that come to 
mind when describing an A.Jaffe piece of jewelry. For over 120 
years this exceptional jewelry house has brought us majestic 
diamonds and design. I am completely swooning over this 
4.85ctw three-stone emerald 
cut ring set in 18K white 
gold. Available is platinum, 
rose and yellow gold. 

Price upon request
212.843.7464

It’s a spark, a moment in time where you just know you have found the person you want to 
spend a lifetime with, but what about the ring? This couldn’t be a better time to find a perfect 
engagement ring that shows off personal style, everlasting commitment and unique design.

{White Wedding}

02 
Suzy Landa

Since 2003 Suzy Landa, has been creating energetic and 
elegant fine jewelry. Just like her spirit, her designs are full 
of life, warm and inviting. She mixes vibrant gemstones, 
diamonds and matte finishes with her signature style creating 
one fabulous look. This brilliant 
diamond solitaire sparkler set with 
unique bezels in 18K white gold is 
the perfect way to say I do.  

MSRP Price upon request
212.874.2346

04 
Kirk Kara

Family is everything and the Karaguezian’s 
have proven that skill, passion and dedication 
is a divine light that shines brightly and will 
never dim. Inspired by love and European 
esthetic, this devote family of jewelers 
meticulously carve and hand set the most 
exquisite engagement rings. How can you 
not fall in love with this rose and white gold 
ring set with brilliant round cut center. Also 
available in platinum.

MSRP $3,400 (center stone not included) 
800.874.0181

By Jackie LeBental

Jackie LeBental

Jackie LeBental an industry expert and owner of Barri Luxury Consulting, provides designer brands and retailers with personalized 
business solutions and extensive industry guidance. With over 10 years of sales management, growth driven results and passion for 
creative thinking she offers a fresh and honest approach to your business model. To contact Jackie for questions or a business analysis 
you can email her at Jackie@barri.onmicrosoft.com and follow her on Instagram at Barriluxco. www.barriluxuryconsulting.com

01 
Just Jules 

Romantic and unique, Just Jules designs have captured 
the ultimate whimsical feeling of jewelry. Julie Romanenko 
designer behind Just Jules, combines modern vintage style 
with detailed technique to create soft and feminine pieces. 
This three stone rose cut and 
pave ring set in 14K white 
gold is the perfect ring for 
the princess bride to be. 

MSRP $7,500
480.860.6211
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05 
Ila Collection 

Ila and Vikas, the harmonious duet behind the Ila Collection, 
draw their inspiration from their rich family history and 
heritage. Traveling to their roots in Rajasthan, India they 
admired all of the detail and beauty of their surroundings and 
wanted to create collections that revealed this magical place. 
This charming white sapphire and diamond east west ring set 
in 14K recycled gold is 
the perfect ring for the 
contemporary bride. 

MSRP $795
713.780.2828

06 
Beverly K 

There is something alluring about anything vintage. This 
beautifully crafted vintage inspired Beverly K semi mount with 
blue sapphires and diamonds set in 18K white gold is simply 
perfection. Since 1999 Morrie Knopp founder of Beverly K has 
been dedicated to creating flawless 
and superior fine jewelry, which is 
clearly shown in this ring. 

MSRP $1,815  
(center stone not included)
619.465.4789

07 
Tura Sugden 

A true artisan, Tura Sugden has developed her signature style 
by using recyclable metal and gemstones and mixing them 
into unusual settings. Her fine art and sculptural background 
has allowed her to blossom into one of today’s rising fine 
jewelry designers. This one of a kind handmade white rose 
cut trillion with pave 
diamonds set in 18K 
and 22K yellow gold 
is super chic. 

MSRP $5,000
415.265.9869

09 
Christopher Designs 

Combining precision and technology, Christopher Slowinski founder of this distinctive jewelry 
house has always pursued the ability to redesign a diamond cut while still preserving its natural 
beauty. For over 30 years, this brilliant innovator has developed diamond cut patents that show 
off how magically a diamond can sparkle. This L’Amour Crisscut engagement ring with 1.0ct 
center set in 18K white gold is sophisticated, traditional and dreamy. 

MSRP $12,627
212.382.1013

08 
Roman + Jules

Lights, Camera, Diamonds. Roman and Jules design for 
the modern day bride showcasing everything from edgy to 
traditional styles all with keeping in mind a couple’s wedding 
day budget. A bride to be has a menu of stylish settings to 
choose from and of course I had to choose this three stone 
bauble. This totally luxurious 
fancy yellow oval center, fancy 
pink and white diamonds set in 
18K gold engagement ring is 
walk into a room glamorous

MSRP $18,750
516.498.8282
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Brevani

Ginkgo Collection earrings have .056ct of diamonds, 
available is both 14kt and 18kt gold.  
MSRP in 18k $3,737.
Brevani
800-356-3851
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Suna Bros

A one-of-a kind gemstone 
piece from Suna Bros. featuring 
a tourmaline, 9.20cts., with 
diamonds, 1.35cts., in platinum.  
Suggested retail: $17,600.

Suna Bros
212-869-5670

Frederic Duclos

From the All Wrapped Up 
Collection. Earrings wrapped 
with silver wire to create an 
intriguing optical illusion. 
MSRP:  $285.
Frederic Duclos
866-898-3636

James Breski

Stunning 18kt two-tone cabochon 
rubellite and diamond ring. 
Rubellite 9.35cts, diamonds 
0.90ctw. MSRP: $7,950.
James Breski
800-899-1818

Thorsten

Bands with dinosaur bone inlaid in tungsten carbide 
metal. All colors are original, untouched colors 
from when the bones were mined. These rings are 
available in both 4mm and 8mm width.  
MSRP: Red $299.99 Blue $499.99 Natural $249.99.
Thorsten
888-209-4757

Belle Etoile

Juliette earrings of champagne and 
coffee stones set into rhodium-plated, 
nickel allergy-free, 925 sterling silver. 
MSRP $175.
Belle Etoile
877-838-7628
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Kabana

Inspired by the gothic architecture of 
Europe’s great cathedral windows, this 
pendant is set in 14kt yellow gold, inlaid 
with onyx and Austrian crystal opal and 
accented with diamonds. 
Kabana
800-521-5986. 

THESTYLEPAGE

Luxury Giftware by Jere

Watch collectors case made of wood and  
covered with carbon fiber print.  Fully locking with  
silver hardware, lock and key.  Holds ten watches.  
MSRP: $327.
Luxury Giftware by Jere
770-421-8880

John Atencio

Devotion pendant in  
rose gold. MSRP: $1,295.
John Atencio
303-996-0712 

Évocateur

Bracelet from Alaska- The Last Frontier Collection.  
Showcasing images of wildlife, native American 
art, and flora and fauna. 22kt gold leaf and 
sterling silver leaf and enamel. MSRP $178- $358.
Évocateur
203-956-0705

Vahan

Diamond earrings of 
14kt gold and sterling 
silver. MSRP: $3,125.
Vahan
800-365-6101

Thistle & Bee

Bold beautiful look in this luxurious  
17” sterling silver curb link necklace with  
fold over clasp, 1” wide. MSRP: $1,695.
Thistle & Bee
888-828-2801
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With the holidays quickly approaching, it’s the perfect time 
to review, revise and refresh your staff’s sales techniques. 

Let’s face it, you have stocked up with the latest merchandise, 
increased your advertising, mailed and posted news about your 
store, but the key to a successful holiday season is a trained 
professional sales team. These are not new sales concepts, just 
reminders of the key retail selling principles with the added value 
of the benefits of sterling silver jewelry!

This article has been written and sponsored by the Silver Promotion Service, an international marketing organization dedicated to expanding 
and strengthening consumer and trade markets for silver jewelry. For more information, contact info@savorsilver.com or visit savorsilver.com.
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Choose your mindset. 

 Acknowledge every 
customer that walks 
into your store. 

Build rapport with the 
customer.

Ask questions.

Talk about the benefits 
rather than features.

Be knowledgeable 
about your products.

Listen to the customer!

Maintain rapport when 
dealing with objections.

Always cross sell.

Ask for the sale. 

Customers will pick up on the energy you give out so make sure you give out a positive 
energy in the store and are genuinely interested in helping customers.
•  Sterling tip: silver offered the best inventory turn according to 45% of respondents*

This doesn’t mean that you have to speak to every customer personally if they are already 
being helped by another salesperson. But rather, make sure you smile, nod or acknowledge 
through body language the customers who walk into your store.
•  Sterling tip: silver jewelry sales increased in 2015 according to 60% of the respondents* 

Establish a mutual feeling of friendliness and make the customer feel comfortable in your store.
•  Sterling Tip: 78% of silver jewelry purchasers are in the 20-40 age range *

One of the biggest pitfalls retail salespeople fall into is to take the customer to a case without 
first understanding their needs. Be sure to ask the customer a series of questions to ensure 
you are recommending the best items for them.
•  Sterling Tip: 34 % of silver sales were for gift giving in 2015*

Research shows that if you lead with features, you will receive more objections.
•  Sterling Tip; a benefit of buying silver is that you can affordably add pieces for birthdays 

and anniversaries.

Use the quiet times in store to learn more about your products.
•  Sterling Tip: log on to savorsilver.com for information on selling silver and Savor Silver 

brand members.

You’ve been given 2 ears and one mouth so make sure you listen twice as much as you speak.
•  Silver tip: 57% of respondents increased their silver inventory in 2015*

Make sure the customer feels comfortable and don’t get defensive.
•  Silver tip: 87% of retailers are optimistic that the silver sales boom will continue*

The best sales people would ask for the cross or up sell 100% of the time.
•  Silver tip: suggest the matching earring, layer the bracelet or ring to build the sale.

It is a salespersons job to close the sale and the customer will expect you to do this.
•  Silver tip: 48% of retailers reported increased sales for silver during the 2015 holiday season

Gloria Maccaroni 

Gloria Maccaroni is Director of Brand Development for the Silver Promotion Service (SPS). 
Having extensive marketing experience in the industry with brands such as Seiko, Guess 
Watches, Monet and Gurhan, Maccaroni works with the SPS team to provide programs, 
press opportunities and events to enhance the awareness of silver jewelry and promote the 
collections of Savor Silver brand members. 
Gloria can be reached at gloria.maccaroni@verizon.net . And please visit savorsilver.com for 
more information on Savor Silver brands.

10 TIPS FOR 

STERLING
HOLIDAY SALES
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Ariva’s distinctive, enduring collections combine the luxury of sterling silver, the warmth of yellow and rose gold, 
the brilliance of gemstones and diamonds and the skill and innovation of the finest jewelry crafting in the world. 
Ariva’s unique designs balance beauty and construction, and its collections showcase the unlimited design 
possibilities of sterling silver.

Ariva’s Silk Collection is classic, timeless and sophisticated. This subtle yet memorable suite blends two hand 
carved signature textures, spun silk and basket weave, with the soft hues of iridescent moonstone and bowenite. 

Curated collections of artisan sterling silver are in stock for immediate delivery. 
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Gesswein Introduces the TAUPE Diamond 
Segregator by Gemlogis

The diamond industry has entered a critical time where 
treated natural diamonds and lab created diamonds have 
become virtually indistinguishable from natural, untreated 
diamonds. High Pressure-High Temperature (HPHT) processes 
used to enhance the color of natural diamonds, as well as 
Chemical Vapor Deposition (CVD) used to produce lab created 
diamonds are becoming very popular. These diamonds are 
sometimes sold on the market without proper disclosure at the 
same price of natural diamonds. With advances in technology 
and reduction in production costs, there has been a dramatic 
increase in the number of synthetic diamonds being detected 
in diamond parcels. 

You may ask, “How does one detect a HPHT or CVD diamond 
in a parcel of natural diamonds?” 

The Gemlogis TAUPE Diamond Segregator is the only tester 
you need to determine if your stone is a diamond, and provide 
you the ability to confirm that the diamond is not treated or 
artificially created. The first step is to distinguish whether your 
stone is a simulant, moissanite, or diamond. Since moissanite 
and simulants such as white sapphire have similar optical 
properties and thermal conductivity to diamonds, it is crucial 
to use a multi-tester to rule out the possibility of the stone 
being a simulant or moissanite. Once it is confirmed that you 
in fact possess a diamond, the TAUPE Diamond Segregatr is 
pivotal in determining whether the diamond is Earth Mined, or 
HPHT/CVD-Type IIa/Iab. 

HPHT is a method of applying high temperature and high 
pressure to those Type IIa diamonds that are not fully crystalized, 
resulting in brown stones. These are the diamonds that have 
structural anomalies from the pressure and tension applied 
when being extruded towards the surface of the earth. HPHT is 
used to finish what nature started, thus bringing the diamond 
to its most mature, desirable, colorless state. It remains a 

modest business since Type IIa stones account for only about 
1 or 2 percent of all the diamonds in the world. It is also very 
costly, given the energy and equipment required, and produces 
diamonds with mainly yellowish or brownish yellow hues.

CVD is a method by which diamond can be grown from a 
hydrocarbon gas mixture. This process involves introducing 
gas, such as methane, into a vacuum chamber, then activating 
and breaking down the molecules of the gas with microwaves. 
This causes the atoms to accumulate on a substrate. The 
CVD method is much less costly than HPHT because it works 
at moderate temperatures and low pressure, which requires 
smaller and less expensive equipment. It allows for colorless 
crystals to be grown since the vacuum chamber contains only 
carbon and some hydrogen. 

CVD diamonds are more affordable than their naturally mined 
diamond counterparts. Typically, they sell for about 30% 
less than an earth mined diamond of similar size and quality. 
Unlike moissanite, all of the lab created diamonds are almost 
physically, optically, and chemically indistinguishable from 
natural diamonds.

Both HPHT and CVD diamonds must utilize specific types of 
diamond crystals. The TAUPE Diamond Segregator will identify 
these specific types of diamonds using short wave ultraviolet 
light (SWUV). The identification of a diamond being a specific 
crystal type provides the buyer the ability to eliminate a 
diamond from the possibility of being treated or created.
 
The Gemlogis TAUPE is fast, convenient, easy to use, 
economical, and the only tester you need that will distinguish 
between earth mined and HPHT/CVD diamonds. Traditional 
diamond testers will test a treated diamond as a real diamond. 
The Gemlogis TAUPE is essential to anyone buying or selling 
diamonds because it will definitively confirm that a diamond is 
a natural, earth mined stone. 

Key Features:      
• Instant results with one button control 
• No interchangeable parts required 
• Gesswein Part No. 817-1019Tests from .02 to 12 CT  
• Slim and compact design 
• Includes AC adapter 
• One year warranty
• Price: $589
For further information regarding Gemlogis products please 
call Gesswein at 1-800-243-4466.

Continued from Pg 24
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Midas Chain Expands

Midas Chain, the premier jewelry manufacturer, has purchased 
a new state of the art corporate headquarters in Northvale, New 
Jersey. The new building will have a custom designed interior 
and architectural layout that has been optimized for efficient 
process flow throughout every department. Midas realizes 
that employees are the most valuable asset and the workplace 
should be a comfortable environment. The facility will have 
many new features and amenities as well as the highest level of 
security. The move will take place early next year.

The luxury showroom will showcase all the of the branded 
collections and merchandise offered, said Mark Doris, VP Sales. 
“We want to provide the buyers with an experience that will give 
a 360 view of the Midas product versatility. The new building 
will also accommodate the vast inventory for the thousands 
styles always in stock from the new catalog, he added”

This year’s catalog features the latest collections that will 
capture the attention of buyers nationwide. The core business 
has always been as a manufacturer of gold and silver chain, but 
the brand and licensed collections have become extremely 
popular and in great demand nationwide.

Midas Chain is a fine jewelry manufacturer with international 
facilities and corporate offices in New Jersey. The company 
is a direct source for innovative, high quality gold and silver 
merchandise with outstanding personalized service.

For your free catalog please contact the sales department at 
877-643-2765 or email sales@midaschain.com. You can also 
visit the website at www.midaschain.com.
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Continued to Pg 49

Second Jewelry Industry Summit To Take Place 
January 29th & 30th at the Tucson Convention Center

The Jewelry Industry Summit, an open forum on sustainability 
and responsible sourcing, announced its second meeting will 
take place January 29th and 30th at the Tucson Convention 
Center. An updated website and information about registering 
for the event is located at http://www.jewelryindustrysummit.
com/. There, interested parties can review the outcomes of 
the March 2016 Summit, learn more about plans for the 2017 
event, and discover resources and information related to 
sustainable business practices and responsible sourcing.

 “I can’t think of a better place to discuss responsible sourcing 
than at the Summit, which is just prior to the AGTA GemFair 
in Tucson,” said Jeffrey Bilgore, president of the American 
Gem Trade Association and a member of the second Summit’s 
planning committee. AGTA is also the official host of the 
second event.

The Tucson Summit will pick up where the first summit left 
off. That sold-out event concluded with a list of projects that 
various attendees committed to continue beyond the Summit.  

The projects included: 
• Aligning and coordinating various existing standards
• Researching consumer attitudes
• Educating sales associates 
• Communicating industry accomplishments to the wider public. 

There was also a commitment to tackle specific supply chain 
issues, such as helping gem cutters in developing countries 
who need education and equipment to avoid silicosis, a 
disease that occurs from inhaling stone dust. 

The 2017 Jewelry Industry Summit will be an interactive, 
working meeting, with large and small discussion groups 
assisted by professional facilitators . This format contrasts 
with many conferences, in that its central driver is attendee 
participation. The Summit’s purpose is “to maintain an 
industry-wide conversation that invites all stakeholders to 
discuss the challenges, opportunities, and possibilities related 
to responsible sourcing in the jewelry industry supply chain.”

The summit’s goals are to:
•  Generate broad-based awareness of facts related to the 

jewelry industry supply chain and responsible sourcing

•  Explore what works and what does not

•  Learn and review progress on current industry-wide initiatives 

and developments 

•  Develop shared visions for key stages of the jewelry 
industry supply 

•  Design prototypes of tools and strategies that enable 
businesses in the supply chain to make progress through 
continuous improvement.

Attendees are expected to include both larger and smaller 
companies that have already made significant commitments 
to responsible sourcing and sustainability. The Summit 
also welcomes all industry members who are new to the 
topic of sustainability and responsible sourcing. It will also 
invite representatives from banks, accountants, insurers, 
consultancies, governments, associations, media, and non-
governmental organizations (NGOs) to attend.

The planning committee for the second summit includes:

•  Jeff Bilgore - AGTA / Jeffrey Bilgore LLC

•  Cecilia Gardner, JVC

•  Cleo Zancope Gnatek, Jane Taylor Jewelry

•  Doug Hucker, AGTA

•  Christina Miller, Christina Tatiana Miller Consulting

•  Richard Nehls, LA Rocks

•  Mike Pace, Diamond Producers Association

•  Sam Shiroff, Signet

•  Barbara Wheat, Gemalytics LLC / Natural Colored Diamond 
Association

•  Cheri Torres and Mike Feinson of Innovation Partners are 
again working with the committee to design and facilitate 
the summit. 

The Summit is funded by donor companies and individuals, 
as well as by the registration fees of attendees. Cost to attend 
this year is $275, which includes a reception on the evening of 
January 29th, coffee breaks, and lunches. It also includes a free 
registration for the AGTA GemFair at the Tucson Convention 
Center, which runs January 31st - February 5th. 

To register for the Jewelry Industry Summit directly please go 
to: http://www.jewelryindustrysummit.com/.

To learn more about summit sponsorship opportunities, please 
go to www.jewelryindustrysummit.com/contribute.

For all other information regarding group registration, 
scholarships, or sponsorships contact Barbara Wheat at 
barbarawheat@gmail.com. 
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Dog Fever Collection 

New to the USA, Dog Fever is an exciting and unique collection 
of jewelry dedicated to man’s best friend. With over 40 breeds 
available Dog Fever Jewelry is the ultimate fashion accessory 
for dog lovers! 

From Beagles to Boxers, Dachshunds to Dalmatians, Labradors 
to Spaniels, simply choose your breed. Each piece will become 
a treasured souvenir reflecting the unique bond between you 
and your dog. 

All jewelry is made from 925 sterling silver and is designed 
and handcrafted in Milan, Italy. The collection includes rings, 
bracelets, necklaces and earrings. All Dog Fever jewelry is 
available in silver or, for those who want to add a little lifelike 
realism to their furry friend, silver pieces can be hand painted 
in colored enamel. If you fancy some bling, Dog Fever can be 
custom made in 18kt gold and diamonds can be added to 
your dog’s eyes. Each piece of jewelry is packaged in a Dog 
Fever gift box with an information card pertaining to the breed 
of the dog. 

The incredible Hug Ring is the signature piece and epitomizes 
the creative talent and artistry of Italian design. Your faithful 
companion will wrap comfortably around your finger, enjoy the 
hug! Silver hug rings can be easily adjusted to fit your size. 
Available in silver or silver with hand painted enamel. (Pictured: 
French Bulldog Hug Ring silver $220, enamel $360)

Dog Fever bracelets are fun, easy to wear and available in 
three styles:

•  The Hug Bracelet hugs your wrist and is available in silver or 
enamel. (Pictured: King Charles Cavalier Hug Bracelet silver 
$495, enamel $750)

•  The Charm bracelet is made from small silver links threaded on 
a black toggle tie, with a dog paw clasp for easy adjustment 
to your desired size. Charms include a doghouse, paw print, 
dog bone and food bowl. 
Available in silver. (Pictured; 
silver charm bracelet $225)

•  The Head bracelet features the head of the dog breed at 
the center of the bracelet. Available in silver or silver with 
enamel. Sterling silver bracelet $150, enamel $225.

•  Dog Fever necklaces are offered in both silver and silver 
with enamel.(Pictured; Bull Terrier Necklace silver $130, 
enamel $200)

For additional information call 561-620-3022

American Gem Society Launches Mentoring Program 

The American Gem Society is pleased to announce the launch 
of a unique mentoring program designed to foster professional 
growth and personal development for the membership. The 
program provides an opportunity for experienced members of 
AGS to give back and assist in the professional development 
of other members. It gives those being mentored the chance 
to build their professional network, define career goals 
and overcome obstacles in obtaining those goals. As every 
mentoring relationship is unique and may take on different 
forms, AGS has created resources to help guide participants 
through the process. Mentors are selected based on the ability 
to match with a mentee that is looking to acquire the skills or 
aptitude that the members have to offer. 

“The AGS Mentoring Program can make a real difference to our 
industry. The launch of the Young Titleholders Program, back 
in the 1980s, fostered a new generation of industry leaders, 
who are now continuing the important work of passing on the 
wisdom they received,” said Georgie Gleim, Senior Advisor 
to the AGS Board of Directors. “The mentors in this program 
are the connecting thread between the leaders who built this 
industry (Robert M. Shipley, Dick Liddicoat, Bob Crowninshield, 
Mike Roman, and Al Woodill, to name a few) and the industry’s 
leaders of tomorrow.”

“The Young Titleholders are excited to help introduce the 
new AGS mentoring program,” said Denise Chislett, Chair of 
the Young Titleholders Steering Committee. “This program 
goes hand in hand with our mission of connecting the next 
generation of our industry to the current leaders. Without my 
mentors I would not be where I am today. It is my hope that this 
program will make strong connections and lasting friendships, 
and that both the mentor and mentee can mutually benefit 
from their professional association.”

AGS Members who would like to learn more about the Society’s 
mentoring program, or who would like to apply either as a 
mentor or mentee, should visit americangemsociety.org/
mentorprogram. Space is limited for both mentors and mentees. 

Earrings are available in both silver and 
silver with enamel. (Pictured; English 
Bulldog Earrings silver $120, enamel $200)
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Emerald Expositions to Launch 3rd Jewelry Event In 
Las Vegas 

Karalynn Sprouse, Executive Vice President of Emerald 
Expositions ASD Merchandise, Manufacturing and International 
Sourcing Group, today announced the launch of Jewellery 
Box, the industry’s first curated trade show for high-quality, 
on trend jewelry at affordable entry-level to moderate price 
points. Emerald Expositions is the nation’s leading business-to-
business trade show and conference producer. 

Launching at Las Vegas Jewelry Market Week in June 2017, 
Jewellery Box responds to a growing need, reflected by high 
consumer demand for broader product pricing across all 
categories, including gold, silver, diamonds, fashion jewelry, 
gifts, handcrafted jewelry, loose precious stones and fashion 
accessories. The event provides a unique forum and meeting 
place for buyers and sellers from traditional, contemporary to 
the avant-garde.. 

“After seeing affordable fine and contemporary jewelry 
dominate at retail this year, we are thrilled to give retail 
buyers a fresh option to expand their buying power during 
Las Vegas Jewelry Market Week with a curated contemporary 
selection that directly aligns with their customers’ price point 
needs,” said Sprouse. “As consumers seek more moderately 
priced jewelry, we are confident that this show will give retail 
buyers just what they are looking for, allowing them to take full 
advantage of their Jewelry Market Week experience.” 

Between events like JA New York, Couture, Couture Time, NY 
NOW and ASD Market Week, Emerald brings more than 100 
years of expertise in the jewelry industry, providing a unique 
perspective on consumer trends and the ability to produce a 
focused show experience for buyers and exhibitors alike. 

Jewellery Box will be Emerald’s third jewelry event to be 
produced in Las Vegas during jewelry market week, and its 
ninth annual Jewelry event nationwide. Jewellery Box will be 
co-located with Emerald’s long standing Las Vegas Antique 
Jewelry and Watch event at the Las Vegas Convention Center, 
and, just a short 1-mile cab ride from Emerald’s exclusive high-
end luxury Jewelry event, Couture at the Wynn. 

Interested in participating, please 
contact Nicole Watson, Group 
Sales Director at Nicole.watson@
emeraldexpo.com or 323-817-2230
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Jay Leno Will Be The Special Guest At AGS Conclave 
2017 

The American Gem Society is pleased to announce that Jay 
Leno will be the special guest at the 2017 AGS Conclave in 
Hollywood, CA.  Mr. Leno will do a performance at the opening 
lunch on April 5th beginning the start of the Society’s four-day 
educational and networking events. 

The 2017 Conclave will be held at the Loews Hollywood Hotel, 
a short two-minute walk from the renowned Hollywood Walk of 
Fame. Leno’s enduring professional success is a testament not 
only to his charm, but also to his commitment to excellence. 
In 2014, Mr. Leno received the Mark Twain Prize for American 
Humor at the John F. Kennedy Center of the Performing Arts.

“It is particularly fitting that a renowned celebrity, like Jay Leno, 
will perform at the 2017 Conclave in Hollywood,” says Ruth 
Batson, CEO of AGS and AGS Laboratories. “Mr. Leno is a gem 
in the American entertainment 
industry who has always aimed 
for excellence in his endeavors. 
His passionate dedication to 
hard work, while maintaining 
his magical sense of humor, is 
an inspiration and are qualities 
our members can relate to.”

The AGS will be making more 
announcements in the near 
future regarding additional 
speakers, registration info-
rmation, breakout sessions, 
and more. To learn more about 
the American Gem Society or 
the annual Conclave event, 
visit the Society’s website at 
www.americangemsociety.org 
or contact 702.255.6500.

Nina in Belle Étoile

Nina Dobrev was spotted 
wearing two pieces from Belle 
Étoile this weekend. She wore 
Belle Étoile’s Fontaine earrings 
and ring featuring 24K yellow 
gold vermeil to attend the 
Rape Foundation’s Annual 
Brunch
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The advertisers make The Retail Jeweler possible. Please 
make our advertisers your suppliers.

Jewelers unBlocked Announce New Philanthropic 
Partnership with Tess McIntyre Foundation

Jewelers unBlocked is proud to announce a new philanthropic 
partnership with the Tess McIntyre Foundation, a non-profit 
organization dedicated to the support of rescue organizations 
for abandoned Golden Retrievers and other breeds. Named 
for the organization’s mascot, a Golden Retriever named Tess, 
the Tess McIntyre Foundation mission is to provide financial 
support for rescue organizations and veterinarian services 
to ensure that abused, exploited or abandoned dogs are 
medically treated and placed in a safe, loving home. Jewelers 
unBlocked is pleased to financially support the charitable 
foundation because the emotional bond that families share 
with their beloved pets is similar to the unique relationship that 
human beings share with beloved pieces of jewelry and family 
heirlooms. This partnership will provide a meaningful and 
productive way for the jewelry industry to give back and create 
opportunities for cherished, healthy, long-term relationships 
with Golden Retrievers and all other breeds of dogs that need 
medical help prior to adoption.

“Cruelty to animals is intolerable,” stated Patricia K. Low, 
President and CEO of Jewelers unBlocked, “Our partnership 
with the Tess McIntyre Foundation can make a lasting 
difference in the lives of exploited or abandoned dogs, as well 
as stimulate long-lasting, meaningful relationships for families 
with rescue dogs. We believe this is honorable and fun for the 
jewelry industry to go for the gold!”

As part of its partnership with the 501(c)(3) non-profit, Jewelers 
unBlocked recently helped the Tess McIntyre Foundation 
support the veterinary aid of a one-year old Golden Retriever, 
Adami, who was rescued from a dog meat market in Korea. With 
financial support from Jewelers unBlocked, the Foundation 
was able to assist the Southern California Golden Retriever 
Rescue with Adami’s life-threatening heartworm treatment 
and hospital stay. 

The Tess McIntyre Foundation is currently seeking additional 
donations to continue providing assistance to Adami and to 
help other dogs in need of medical care as part of the effort 
to help them get adopted. The Tess McIntyre Foundation has 
helped multiple rescue dogs obtain veterinary services and find 
proper homes since August 2015. With the help of Jewelers 
unBlocked the foundation hopes to increase the amount of 
aid they can provide to rescue operations and ultimately assist 
more dogs to find great homes. 

For more information on Jewelers unBlocked, please visit 
www.jewelers-unblocked.com or call 201.794.7705. 
For more information on The Tess McIntyre Foundation, visit 
www.tessmcintyrefoundation.org.
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